Your resident’s committee and local councilors want to provide a general update on matters we have been dealing with on your behalf and usually at your request.

The topics to be covered will be a

- Feedback from the police on their STAG initiative and operation Speedwatch.

- Our efforts to improve the play area at Harriett Martineau

- An opportunity to see plans of Thetford Academy buildings and to hear of educational objectives and performance to date

- To hear of progress by highway department to accommodate traffic, pedestrians and cyclists in the Croxton Road area.

- To hear what effect the extension of the Academy has had on the plans for housing north of the playing fields

- To hear what views Natural England has expressed about the retention of hedgerows, Joe Blunt’s Lane and other natural features.

The venue is Church of the Nazarene at 7.15 for a prompt 7.30 start on Monday 14th May